
aideing the automotive industry with state-of-the-art soltuions... every time !! 

The new Mi Witness HD has been designed with major motor 
manufactures and insurance companies to give the user the best 
features for capturing video evidence in the even of an accident. 
 
It has been designed to be as robust and reliable as possible due 
to its design and internal chip set. 
 
This camera is ideal for the following vehicles such as Police, 
Ambulances, Fire Service, Couriers, Hauliers, Taxi, Fleet       
operators and Private Cars and many more. 
 
With the advent of in vehicle camera systems, motorists have 
never been better protected. Honest motorists can now fight back 
with a vengeance. In any vehicle crash, there is a risk that third 
parties will either incorrectly recall or deliberately attempt to   
misrepresent what actually happened and this can be easily 
countered if you have video footage of the accident. 
 
Video evidence from the MI Witness can assist your car         
insurance company to process your claim more efficiently and it 
prevents a stand off scenario whereby your insurer and that of 
the other driver are unable to agree which party was at fault. 
 
2 Channel Video 
The MI Witness has a second video channel (640x480 @ 15fps), 
ideal for recording in another direction. MI Witness has options 
for internal or external cameras. 
 
Smart Power 
The MI Witness offers both smart shutdown technology and  
cordless power for portable recordings. Smart Shutdown       
technology protects your video files in the event of the power 
being disconnected so you don't loose important video files. 
Cordless power allows you to take the camera from its mount 
and use the MI Witness as a portable camera to record the    
incident from multiple positions allowing you to gather even more 
evidence. The internal battery power in the Mi Witness will last 
aprox 20-30 mins. 
 
Portable Video / Snap Shot Feature 
With its on board battery you can now walk around the incident 
taking photos & video 

MI Witness Two Channel  
Vehicle Incident Camera 

• Provides irrefutable evidence in the event of a 
road traffic accident. 

 

• Combats false whiplash claims 
 

• Reduces the time taken to settle a claim. 
 

• Saves protracted lengthy claims when no    
evidence is available. 

 

• Proven reductions in unsafe driving behaviour 
 

• Has been proven to modify driver behaviour 
 

• Reduces fleet costs and ensures drivers are 
abiding by company rules. 

 

• Can be fitted in minutes by any user, or fitted 
professionally 

 
 

• GPS Mapping overlay using Google Earth 
shows exactly where the vehicle has been 
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